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Abstract—In order to satisfy the requirements of future IMT-
Advanced mobile systems, the concept of spectrum aggregation
is introduced by 3GPP in its new LTE-Advanced (LTE Rel. 10)
standards. While spectrum aggregation allows aggregation of
carrier components (CCs) dispersed within and across different
bands (intra/inter-band) as well as combination of CCs having
different bandwidths, spectrum aggregation is expected to pro-
vide a powerful boost to the user throughput in LTE-Advanced
(LTE-A). However, introduction of spectrum aggregation or
carrier aggregation (CA) as referred to in LTE Rel. 10, has
required some changes from the baseline LTE Rel. 8 although
each CC in LTE-A remains backward compatible with LTE Rel.
8. This article provides a review of spectrum aggregation tech-
niques, followed by requirements on radio resource management
(RRM) functionality in support of CA. On-going research on the
different RRM aspects and algorithms to support CA in LTE-
Advanced are surveyed. Technical challenges for future research
on aggregation in LTE-Advanced systems are also outlined.
Index Terms—Carrier aggregation, Spectrum Aggregation,
Radio Resource Management, Scheduling
I. INTRODUCTION
IN order to meet the growing demand for high-speed anddiverse wireless broadband services, the IMT-Advanced
(IMT-A) requirements have established a minimum support
for 1 Gbps and 500 Mbps peak rates for downlink (DL)
and uplink (UL), respectively [1]. In order to fulfil these
challenging requirements, one key feature is the support for
wider bandwidths (40 MHz mandatory, and up to a maximum
of 100 MHz being optional) [2].
IMT Bands, i.e. the candidate frequency bands for IMT-
Advanced, identified at World Radio Conferences (WRCs)
are non-continuous, and some of them are less than 100
MHz [3] as shown in Fig. 1. Specifically, the amount of
contiguous transmission bandwidth for an operator in a certain
geographical area is limited while the extent of available
spectrum resources differs depending on the country, with
most of the spectrum spread out over different frequency
bands and with different bandwidths [4]. In order to meet both
the requirement on transmission bandwidth and the utilization
of IMT bands, all IMT-Advanced candidate technologies are
expected to support spectrum aggregation, within either con-
tiguous or discontinuous spectrum bands [5].
Spectrum aggregation (or carrier aggregation) was intro-
duced by 3GPP in its new LTE-Advanced standards, a can-
didate radio interface technology for IMT-Advanced systems.
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Fig. 1. Identified IMT Bands
However, the concept of carrier aggregation (CA) is not totally
new. It has already been deployed in HSPA based cellular
systems, under the name Dual Carrier HSPA (DC-HSPA),
to aggregate two adjacent carriers in the DL/UL [6]. Both
carriers must be contiguous and in the same spectrum band.
Unlike DC-HSPA, however, carrier aggregation in LTE-A
has extended the concept to introduce aggregation of non-
contiguous spectrums in different spectrum bands [7]. Two
or more component carriers (CCs) of different bandwidths in
different bands can be aggregated (up to 100 MHz with five
CCs of 20 MHz) to support wider transmission bandwidth
between the E-UTRAN NodeB (eNB) and the user equipment
(UE) [8].
LTE-Advanced supports the same range of CC bandwidths
(1.4 MHz, 3 MHz, 5 MHz, 10 MHz, 15 MHz, and 20 MHz)
that are supported in LTE Rel. 8. While LTE-A supports
bandwidth extension by aggregating CCs, subject to spectrum
availability and the UE’s capability [10], CC backward com-
patibility has been a requirement in LTE-Advanced from the
outset as shown in Fig. 2. With each CC in LTE-A being
Fig. 2. Bandwidth Extension by Carrier Aggregation [9]
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Fig. 3. Structure of this survey paper
LTE Rel. 8 compatible, carrier aggregation allows operators
to migrate from LTE to LTE-Advanced while continuing to
provide services to any LTE users. This is made possible since
the eNB and Radio Frequency (RF) specifications associated
with LTE Rel. 8 remain unchanged in LTE-A [11]. By reusing
the LTE design on each of the CCs, both implementation and
specification efforts are minimized [12]. However, the intro-
duction of CA for LTE-Advanced has required the introduction
of new functionalities and modifications to the link layer and
radio resource management (RRM) [13]. In this paper, we
focus on the RRM framework to support CA functionality
and present a survey of existing literature on RRM schemes
for CA in LTE-A.
The paper is organized based on the structure shown in
Fig. 3. An overview of the CA scheme in LTE-Advanced is
provided in Section II. This is followed, in Section III, by
a discussion on the RRM scheme for CA. In Section IV, an
overview of current research on resource allocation schemes
for downlink and uplink is provided. Finally, in Section V, we
point out future research directions based on open challenges
and provide conclusions.
II. OVERVIEW OF CARRIER AGGREGATION
Three different types of carrier aggregation are identified
according to the way in which CCs are arranged [9], [14].
This is illustrated in Fig. 4.
• Intra-band contiguous CA: In this case, a contiguous
bandwidth wider than 20 MHz is used for LTE-Advanced.
The spacing between centre frequencies of contiguously
aggregated CCs is forced to be a multiple of 300 kHz.
This may be a less likely scenario given frequency
allocation today, but it can be applied for example, to
broadband allocation in the 3.5 GHz band.
• Intra-band non-contiguous CA: When the contiguous
spectrum blocks are not available for aggregation, multi-
ple non-contiguous CCs belonging to the same band can
be used [15].
Fig. 4. Three types of spectrum aggregation
• Inter-band non-contiguous CA: In this case, communi-
cations are performed using different frequency bands,
such as the 2 GHz band and the 800 MHz band. With this
type of aggregation, robustness to mobility can potentially
be improved by exploiting different radio propagation
characteristics of different bands.
The support for both contiguous and non-contiguous CA
of CCs with different bandwidths offers significant flexibility
for efficient spectrum utilization, and gradual reframing of
frequencies previously used by other radio access systems.
However, from the physical layer perspective, it is easier to
implement contiguous CA without making many changes to
the physical layer structure of LTE system [16]. In order
to achieve contiguous CA for an LTE-Advanced UE unit,
it is possible to use a single fast Fourier transform (FFT)
module and a single RF unit while providing backward
compatibility to the LTE systems. For the non-contiguous
CA, in most cases, multiple RF chains and FFT modules
will be required. From the perspective of resource allocation
and management, contiguous CA is also easier to implement.
Different CCs will exhibit different propagation path loss and
Doppler shift which will affect the system performance, as
shown in [16]. For example, Doppler shift influences the gains
from frequency domain packet scheduling within a CC [13].
In LTE-Advanced, for the UL, the focus is currently on intra-
band non-contiguous CA, due to difficulties in defining RF
requirements for simultaneous transmission on multiple CCs
with large frequency separation, considering realistic device
linearity constraints. For the DL, however, both intra- and
inter-band cases are considered in Rel. 10, while specific RF
requirements are being developed [17].
Generally, carrier aggregation systems are deployed to im-
prove user data rates rather than spectral efficiency, although
operation over multiple carriers can also provide some level of
enhanced interference control [14]. The deployment scenarios
shown in Fig. 5 [18] were considered during the design of
LTE-Advanced carrier aggregation, exemplified with two com-
ponent carriers at frequencies of F1 and F2. In one of the most
typical deployment scenarios, the eNB antennas are collocated
and have the same beam directions/patterns for different CCs.
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Fig. 5. Carrier aggregation deployment scenarios (F2>F1) [18]
If the CCs are at the same band or the frequency separation
is small, this would lead to nearly the same coverage for
all CCs as shown in scenario 1. Large frequency separation
between CCs would lead to the scenario 2 where the coverage
of CCs is different. Even in the same band CCs may be
deployed at eNBs with different transmit power levels to
provide different coverage footprints for intercell interference
management purposes [14]. In either case, CA allows higher
user throughput at places where coverage of CCs overlap. In
scenario 3, different beam directions or patterns are used for
different CCs to shift the beams across carriers, and in doing
so to improve throughput at the cell edges. In scenario 4, one
CC (usually a low frequency) provides macro coverage while
other CC (usually a high frequency) is utilized to absorb traffic
from hotspots using Radio Remote Head (RRH) units. RRHs
are connected via optical fiber to the eNB, thereby allowing
the aggregation of CCs between the macrocell and RRH cell
based on the same CA framework for collocated cells. Such
deployments allow the operators to improve system throughput
by using low-cost RRH equipment [19].
The most efficient deployment scenario can be decided
based on many factors, such as whether the service envi-
ronment is urban, suburban, or rural; and whether there are
hot spots in the area. A likely near-term scenario is that an
existing deployment on a legacy frequency band (e.g., 2 GHz)
is used to provide sufficient coverage across the service area,
and new bands (e.g., 3.5 GHz) are used to serve traffic in a
more cost-effective manner. CA is expected to allow for such
flexible use of spectrum in heterogeneous networks, depending
on the operator’s needs [20]. In all cases of carrier aggregation,
different LTE-Advanced UEs even within a single eNB will be
configured with different number of CCs [21]. Depending on
the UE’s capability and deployment scenarios, CCs involved
in the configured set of serving cells may be contiguous or
non-contiguous.
When an LTE-Advanced UE first establishes or re-
establishes radio resource control (RRC) connection (with
eNB), only one CC is configured (for DL and UL, respec-
tively), referred to as the primary CC (PCC) corresponding to
the primary serving cell (PCell). That is, the DL CC is desig-
nated as the DL primary CC (DL PCC), and the corresponding
UL CC is designated as the UL PCC. Then, depending on
Fig. 6. Configuration of different number of CCs [14]
traffic load and quality of service (QoS) requirements, the UE
can be configured with one or more additional CCs, called
secondary CCs (SCCs) for secondary serving cells (SCells).
The DL and UL CCs are called the DL and UL secondary CCs
(SCCs), respectively [13], [22]. The usage of DL/UL SCCs
by the UE is also configurable by the eNB. The PCC/SCCs
configuration is UE-specific and can be different for different
UEs served by the same eNB. In other words, different users
may not necessarily use the same CC as their PCC and a CC
at an eNB may be the PCC for one UE and serve as a SCC
for another UE as shown in Fig. 6.
The PCC can be regarded as the anchor CC for the user and
is thus used for basic functionalities such as radio link failure
monitoring and etc. The SCCs convey only the dedicated
signalling information, PDSCH (physical DL shared channel),
PUSCH (physical UL shared channel), and PDCCH (physical
DL control channel). Meanwhile, LTE-A supports cross-carrier
scheduling which means PDCCH transmitted from a particular
CC may contain the scheduling information on other CCs as
well as its own CC [23]. That is, the DL control channel of
PCC (subject to small interference) can be used in order to
schedule DL and UL resource on the SCCs (subject to large
interference). This method is expected to be useful for in-
terference management for control channels in heterogeneous
networks [24] and enable load balancing across different cell
layers [25]. The DL and UL PCCs should therefore be robust,
and are typically chosen such that they provide the most
ubiquitous coverage and/or best overall signal quality (i.e.
based on measurements of reference signal received power
(RSRP) or reference signal received quality (RSRQ) [18])
[22]. As UE moves within the geographical area served by
an eNB, the PCC may be changed to correspond to the CC of
the best signal quality. PCC change can also be performed
by the eNB based on other considerations such as load
balancing [14]. Depending on such elements as the buffered
data amount, required QoS, and carrier loading, the use of DL
SCCs could be dynamically activated and deactivated. Since
the amount of the signalling is reduced for the deactivated
SCCs, the battery power consumption of UEs can be reduced
by activating/deactivating SCCs dynamically.
For LTE with FDD, DL/UL carriers are always paired
with options for defining the frequency duplex distance and
bandwidth through system information signalling. However, in
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LTE-Advanced, asymmetric CA is supported in two directions;
that is, the numbers of aggregated CCs in two directions can be
different, thus improving spectrum efficiency. In this context,
UE configured with CA may need to interact with eNB on
unequal numbers of DL and UL CCs when the usage of UL
SCCs of some of the SCells is not configured. Note that DL
CCs may be linked to UL CCs with duplex distances different
than those defined in LTE. The asymmetric CA could cause
ambiguity in downlink component carrier selection, because it
is difficult for an LTE-Advanced eNB to know the CC to which
UE anchors in downlink. The linking between uplink and
downlink configured CCs is signalled to the UE with higher-
layer signalling [13]. In time-division duplex (TDD) mode,
asymmetric CA can also be achieved by adjusting the ratio of
allocated time slots for uplink and downlink transmissions.
This scheme simplifies the resource allocation relationship
between the uplink and downlink channels [16].
III. RADIO RESOURCE MANAGEMENT FRAMEWORK FOR
CARRIER AGGREGATION
The RRM framework for LTE-Advanced retains many sim-
ilarities with that of LTE. With carrier aggregation, however,
it becomes possible to schedule a user on multiple component
carriers simultaneously each of which may exhibit different
radio channel characteristics. Supporting multi-CC operations
introduces some new challenging issues in radio resource
management (RRM) framework for LTE-Advanced systems
[26]. In this section, the distinctions between LTE-Advanced
systems and LTE are highlighted from the RRM perspective.
The RRM structure for a carrier aggregation system is
illustrated in Fig. 7. Admission control in LTE-A is performed
by the eNBs prior to establishment of new radio bearers,
and the QoS parameters are configured. The QoS parameters
are the same for LTE and LTE-Advanced, and are thus CC-
independent. Then, based on QoS requirements and traffic
loads, the eNB configures a set of CCs for users and resource
block scheduling is carried out via multiplexing of multiple
users on each CC. In order to allow for backward compat-
ibility so LTE and LTE-Advanced users can co-exist, it has
been decided to use independent layer-1 transmissions, which
contain Link Adaptation (LA) and Hybrid Automatic Repeat
request (HARQ) etc, per CC, in line with the LTE assumptions
[10], [27].
Fig. 7. RRM structure of LTE-Advanced with Carrier Aggregation [27]
Independent link adaptation per CC helps to optimize
transmission on different CCs according to the experienced
radio conditions. By setting different transmit powers for
individual CCs, CCs could provide different levels of coverage
[13]. Especially, in the case of inter-band CA, since the
radio channel characteristics such as propagation, path loss,
building penetration loss, and doppler shift, vary significantly
at different frequency bands, selecting different transmis-
sion parameters including modulation scheme, code rate, and
transmit power per CC is expected to be useful to further
improve user QoS [28]. While aggregation capability provides
the flexibility to deal with bandwidth extensions required to
achieve high data rates and wider coverage [29], multiple
component carrier resource allocation and adaptive adjust-
ment of transmission parameters for different CCs should be
jointly considered [30]. In addition, the independent layer-1
transmissions incur a large amount of transmission overhead
due to uplink signalling: for channel-aware packet schedul-
ing and link adaptation, a UE has to feedback the channel
quality indicator (CQI), which contains information about the
channel quality, and acknowledgement/non-acknowledgement
(ACK/NACK) per CC, which indicates whether or not trans-
mission has been successful for the independent layer-1 trans-
missions on each CC. If users are allocated multiple CCs, the
uplink signalling from users will contribute to a large amount
of uplink overhead. Several techniques to reduce this overhead
at different layers are described and evaluated in [31].
A. CC Selection and Management
CC selection, to assign multiple CCs to users, is the new
RRM functionality introduced in LTE-Advanced. For CC
selection, UE’s information such as the QoS requirements and
terminal capability can be exploited as well as the measured
information including the overall traffic level, the traffic load
per CCs, and the channel quality information from UEs. The
overall framework for the CC configuration could be illustrated
in Fig. 8.
For determining the number of required CCs for the user,
QoS parameters such as the QoS class identifier (QCI),
guaranteed bit rate (GBR) for GBR bearers, and aggregated
maximum bit rate (AMBR) for non-GBR bearers could be
useful. As an example, for users with a voice over IP (VoIP)
call or a streaming connection with moderate GBR require-
ments, a single CC can be assigned to satisfy the users’ QoS
requirements. For users having best effort traffic, the AMBR
Fig. 8. Overview of CC configuration functionality including possible input
parameters [13]
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requirements can be used to estimate the suitable CC set size
for them.
For optimal system performance, it is desirable to have
approximately equal load on different CCs, so own-cell load
information (including load per CC) is needed for CC config-
uration as well. Unbalanced traffic load across the CCs will
lead to under-utilization of spectrum resources [32]. Actually,
assigning all CCs to users maximizes the trunking efficiency
and the frequency domain packet scheduling gain [33].
At low traffic levels, the performance gain from using
multiple CCs by CA over using a single CC is significant
in terms of the average user throughput. Simulation studies in
[33] show that assigning all CCs to users achieves 100-300%
higher user throughput/coverage than assigning a single CC
per user. However, as the traffic increases, the gain diminishes
[13] and different load balancing methods achieve roughly
similar performance. Since increase of the number of CCs
a user has to receive (i.e. increase of bandwidth it needs
to process) leads to higher signal processing complexity and
power consumption, only a small number of CCs should be
configured at high traffic loads [33].
Especially for uplink transmission, the maximum transmis-
sion power becomes a constraint [26]. In the uplink, increasing
the bandwidth does not necessarily result in an increase of
data rates if a UE reaches its maximum transmission power.
In addition, when a UE is transmitting over multiple CCs
simultaneously, peak-to-average power ratio (PAPR) increases
and this results in effective reduction of the UE maximum
transmission power [34] in order to maintain operation in the
linear region of the power amplifier. Especially for power-
limited users that experience unfavourable channel conditions,
it is not a good idea to always allocate multiple CCs [26],
[35]. On top of the increased PAPR, there are also RF issues
(e.g. inter-modulation effects) which result in an additional
reduction of the maximum UE transmission power. While
several factors affect the amount of power reduction [26], the
power reduction is modelled by the power back-off and its
impact on the uplink performance of CA is investigated in
[35]. The increase in power back-off causes the degradation of
the average throughput of LTE-Advanced UEs by reducing the
maximum UE transmission power, which results in decreasing
the probability of being assigned to multiple CCs for LTE-
Advanced UEs. Due to the transmission power constraint, the
CC selection scheme for UL plays a more important role in
optimizing the system performance with CA than that for DL
from RRM perspective.
In LTE-Advanced system with coexisting LTE-Advanced
and legacy LTE UEs, fairness can be an issue for CC
scheduling. Since the LTE-Advanced UEs will be scheduled
on more CCs than the LTE users, the LTE UEs achieve much
lower throughput than the LTE-Advanced UEs [36]. Since the
coverage throughput is taken as the 5% worst user throughput,
bad coverage performance could indicate a low LTE user
throughput.
As already mentioned in Section II, the eNB firstly allocates
the user with a PCC of the best signal quality to provide
the most ubiquitous coverage. After allocating PCC based on
the measurement report (MR) of CCs’ signal quality, eNB
makes decision on whether additional SCCs are needed or not,
considering other aspects such as the buffered data amount,
user’s QoS requirement and carrier loading [22]. SCCs can
be dynamically activated and deactivated independently via
MAC. The configured SCCs are by default de-activated, so
they have to be explicitly activated before being scheduled.
However, the PCC for a user is always assumed to be activated
and is therefore not subject to any de-activation procedures
[37].
The mobility management of CC, i.e. inter/intra-frequency
handover, CC addition, and CC removal, enables control over
coverage and overall signal quality in deployments supporting
carrier aggregation. However, these operations can increase
the signalling overhead associated with RRC configuration.
As CCs are dynamically changed depending on the radio
conditions, the frequency of RRC configuration is increased,
leading to increased RRC signalling although the SINRs
are enhanced [38]. A UE in power limited situation may
experience outage due to lack of power to transmit the required
feedbacks corresponding to all configured CCs [31]. Thus, it is
important to reduce the signalling overhead by avoiding excess
handovers and by deactivating SCCs dynamically. While the
signalling overhead is also influenced by the scenario, the car-
rier aggregation of CCs with different coverage increases the
RRC signalling overhead. Different CC management policies
that offer different RRC signalling overheads are investigated
in [38].
How best to assign the CCs to each user according to its
carrier capability and the circumstances, as well as how to
multiplex multiple users in each CC [22] [39], remains one of
the key issues in the design of resource management schemes
for CA-based systems.
B. Packet Scheduling
After multiple CCs are configured, packet scheduling (PS)
is performed across configured CCs [22]. The PS aims to
benefit from multi-user frequency domain scheduling diversity
by prioritizing the allocation of resource blocks (PRBs) to
users that experience good channel quality. Although out of
scope of specifications, the PS functionality for LTE-Advanced
with CA remains very similar to the PS scheme used in
LTE Rel-8, except that the LTE-Advanced PS is allowed to
schedule users across multiple CCs which are configured and
activated for UEs [13]. Similar to the LTE PS framework, the
smallest frequency domain scheduling resolution within each
CC in LTE-A, is a PRB of 12 subcarriers, constituting an
equivalent bandwidth of 180 kHz. One PRB also corresponds
to a subframe in the time domain, with a Transmission Time
Interval (TTI) of 1ms.
While LTE-Advanced relies on independent transport
blocks, link adaptation, and HARQ per CC, such independent
operation per CC opens up various implementation options for
the scheduler. As an example, scheduling could be done either
jointly across multiple CCs or independently for each CC [13]
(as shown in Fig. 9). When joint scheduling is used, extra
complexity is introduced by either a more sophisticated sched-
uler operating across multiple CCs or exchanging information
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between independent schedulers. Compared with independent
scheduling, resource allocation across multiple CCs, increases
scheduling load of eNB as well as uplink overheads. However,
resource allocation across multiple CCs has better performance
by enabling load balancing between carriers and thus fairness
is improved [32], [40].
Design requirements for packet schedulers in LTE-
Advanced system with CA, should address: 1) the need to
handle the packet scheduling in multiple CCs environments,
2) the need to support required QoS for various traffic types,
3) the need for high system throughput, and 4) maintaining
fairness among users (LTE-Advanced and LTE UEs), as iden-
tified in [41].
C. Formulation of Radio Resource Allocation
The radio resource allocation problem for co-existing LTE-
Advanced and LTE UEs, can be formulated as described in
[39]. Among the K users, there are K1 LTE UEs and K2
LTE-Advanced UEs. Let K1 and K2 be the set of LTE users
and the set of LTE-Advanced users, i.e. K1 = {1, 2, . . . ,K1},
K2 = {1, 2, . . . ,K2}, respectively. The set of the total user
is K = {1, 2, . . . ,K}. It is assumed that there are M CCs in
the system, denoted by the set M = {1, 2, . . . ,M}. Define
αk,i ∈ {0, 1} to be the CC allocation indicator, where αk,i =
1 indicates that the ith CC is assigned to the kth user, and
otherwise αk,i = 0 in Eq.(2). For LTE users, only one CC
can be assigned. For LTE-Advanced UEs, the multiple CCs
can be assigned as shown in Eq.(3). Let all CCs of the same
bandwidth have N resource blocks (RBs). Of course, in the
case of CCs of the different bandwidth, the number of RBs
of each CC will be different. Let βk,i,j ∈ {0, 1} be the RB
allocation indicator, where βk,i,j = 1 represents that the jth
RB in the ith CC is allocated to the kth user, and otherwise,
βk,i,j = 0. In order to avoid co-channel interference, each
RB should be assigned to at most one user in each frame as
described in Eq.(5).
P = max
∑
k
∑
i
∑
j
uk,i,j · αk,i · βk,i,j (1)
subject to
αk,i ∈ {0, 1} , ∀k ∈ K, ∀i ∈M (2)∑
i
αk,i ≤ 1, ∀k ∈ K1 and
∑
i
αk,i ≤M, ∀k ∈ K2 (3)
βk,i,j ∈ {0, 1} , ∀k ∈ K, ∀i ∈M, ∀j ∈ N (4)∑
k
βk,i,j ≤ 1, ∀i ∈M, ∀j ∈ N (5)
In Eq.(1), uk,i,j represents the utility of the kth user on the
jth RB of the ith CC in each time frame. As a constrained
optimization model, the joint resource allocation problem,
P , has the objective of maximizing the system utility. The
formulation in Eq.(1) represents a non-linear integer program-
ming problem. Since the computational complexity depends
on the value of K,N and M , an exhaustive search over all
combination could be impractical for the large values of K,N
and M [39]. To reduce the computational complexity, the
resource allocation with aggregation could be decomposed
into two sequential steps, i.e. CC selection followed by RB
assignment on each CC [22], [32], [36], [42]. In the first step,
the eNB employs CC selection to assign users on proper CCs.
Once the users are assigned onto certain CC(s), the assignment
of RBs belonging into the CC is carried out [39].
IV. ONGOING RESEARCH ON ALGORITHMS FOR RADIO
RESOURCE MANAGEMENT
In this section, after providing a general overview of
scheduling structures for CA, algorithms for CC selection and
RB scheduling proposed in the literature are reviewed. In most
of the existing works on resource allocation for CA, only the
downlink of the wireless system is considered since higher
application throughputs are required in the downlink rather
than in the uplink [40]. Whilst there are a few similarities
between radio resource management for DL and UL, the
maximum transmission power is a constraint only for UL. The
literature survey on the resource allocation algorithms for UL
will be presented at the end of this section.
A. Scheduling structure for CA
For resource scheduling in CA based systems, two different
scheduler structures are proposed in [40]: Joint Queue Sched-
Fig. 9. An example of the scheduling structure for CA [40]
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uler (JQS) and Disjoint Queue Scheduler (DQS) as illustrated
in Fig. 9. In the structure of JQS, shown in Fig. 9(a), each
user has only one queue for all CCs, and the CCs share
the joint queue of each user. The shared scheduler maps
the users’ traffic to the RBs on all CCs. That is, the JQS
approach combines all CCs as one carrier to allocated RBs
[39]. Although one user’s data may only be transmitted on
some of the CCs, JQS requires each user to be able to receive
a signal from all CCs simultaneously and continuously. It
largely increases the signal processing complexity and the
power consumption of the UEs [40], [43], [44]. Considering
that the bandwidth of the LTE-Advanced system is wide, the
JQS-based implementation can lead to increased complexity
[32].
As mentioned earlier, the aggregated spectrum allocation
could be decomposed into CC selection and RB assignment
phases to reduce the computational complexity. For two-step
scheduling, Disjoint Queue Scheduler (DQS) is illustrated in
Fig. 9(b). In this scheme, each user has one traffic queue on
each CC. Through two-layer scheduling, the traffic packets of
users are assigned onto certain CC(s) and the assignment of
RBs in each CC is then carried out.
When comparing the performance of two scheduler
schemes, the performance of DQS is found to be inferior
than that of JQS in two aspects: lower spectral efficiency and
unsaturated resource utilization. While in JQS, a user data
packet can use all RBs on all CCs, a data packet in DQS,
can be transmitted by RBs on only selected CCs, which are a
subset of all CCs. Thus, the DQS scheme results in lower
frequency selective gains. In addition, the automatic traffic
load balancing over CCs is expected in JQS while DQS may
result in unbalanced loading across CCs [40]. Thus, DQS
cannot fully utilize the resources. JQS is considered as the
optimal scheduler for the LTE-Advanced system with CA, at
the cost of high complexity [32].
In [32], [40], [43], the performance of the CA scheduling
of JQS, is analyzed and compared with that of Independent
Carrier Scheduling (ICS) scheme (i.e. non-CA scheduling) in
the scenario of two CCs belonging to the same band. The main
characteristic of ICS is that each user can access only one CC
until the end of its traffic, and this user can utilize RBs on
this CC. In the ICS scheme, the importance attached to traffic
load balancing over multiple CCs is evident. When allocating
two CCs to ten users, it was found that more symmetrical
user assignments on CCs can result in higher throughputs.
Since load balancing impacts fairness between users, in the
case of unbalanced load distribution on CCs, the throughput
of users on the more crowded carrier is reduced. However, the
CA scheduling based on JQS shows better fairness among the
users by automatically balancing the load.
For different traffic patterns and loads, the performance of
the aforementioned scheduling schemes are further investi-
gated in [40].
As demonstrated in Fig. 10(a), under the full buffer model,
simulation results show that the CA scheduling based on JQS
always produces higher throughput than ICS with various
combinations of the traffic load (the number of users) on CCs.
The analysis indicates that the capacity gains are due to joint
scheduling and improved multi-user diversity gain.
For the bursty traffic model, the gains for the CA-based
scheduling (JQS) over ICS scheme are reported and shown
for two CCs (See in Fig. 10(b).). When the traffic load is not
too high, JQS can provide about twice the average burst rate
than ICS at the same number of users per sector. Furthermore,
the ICS scheme can support exactly twice the number of
users per sector supported by one single carrier at the same
average burst rate. In [45], an analytical study shows that the
performance of JQS is L times better than ICS in terms of
the average user throughput, where L is the number of CCs
in the systems. Besides providing better user throughput, the
scheduling scheme of JQS offers substantial benefits in load
balancing, packet latency and burst rate.
When comparing the two scheduling schemes of JQS and
DQS, it is observed that the average burst rate supported in
DQS is always lower than that of JQS as shown in Fig. 10(c).
The gain in average data rate of JQS over DQS decreases with
the number of users per sector due to decrease in difference
in frequency selective gains. In addition, it is shown that DQS
is inefficient especially when the packets are large and sparse
[40].
Fig. 10. The performance comparison of scheduler schemes for different traffic patterns [40]
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While scheduling performance gains of the CA scheme over
non-CA scheme have been investigated in the literature, there
is concern that channels wider than 3 MHz could have similar
spectral efficiencies (under the full buffer traffic model) for
two reasons: 1) overheads due to the control signalling become
small as a proportion of total resources, 2) fewer opportunities
for additional frequency diversity given realistic channel delay
spreads. However, it is highlighted in [46] that trunking gains
in wider bandwidth systems may produce some improvements
in spectral efficiency when high user throughputs are being
targeted. In order to maximize the data rates and to optimize
the spectral efficiency, it is concluded in [47] that the system
should be deployed using as large a bandwidth as possible.
Since the unbalanced traffic loading across multiple CCs
leads to performance degradation, advanced rules for user allo-
cation to CCs are proposed in [26] to help balance the loading
across CCs. However, it is impossible to totally avoid the
resource wastage even when the traffic is balanced well over
CCs through application of the advanced CC selection rules
recommended in [44]. In order to overcome this challenge,
two schemes are proposed in [32], [44]: 1) CC switching, and
2) CC coupling.
The first scheme was originally proposed for ICS. While
the CC allocated to a user is not changed in ICS, the CC for
one user can be exchanged at the burst level as proposed in
[32]. It is shown that decreasing the number of bursts (i.e.
traffic dispatching granularity) during the period when the
same CC is utilized without exchanges leads to better traffic
load balancing and improvements in resource utilization.
In [44], the concept of CC coupling is proposed. If the CCs
are in different working states (busy/idle), the users connecting
to the busy CCs can be temporarily allowed to transmit on
those idle CCs for a period of time through CC coupling. If
the idle CCs become busy, the coupling is cut at once. To do
this, at the beginning of each frame of a user, the eNB needs
to couple the idle and busy CCs and send the corresponding
coupling information to the UEs. Since the idle CCs help the
busy CCs, the resource utilization is increased. It is shown
that average delay performance of the ICS scheme becomes
almost the same as that of the JQS scheme by allowing CC
coupling at the frame level, regardless of the carrier scheduling
scheme and the traffic load. However, there remains challenges
associated with: 1) CC switch delay, and 2) development of
the efficient coupling methods for multiple CCs of different
Fig. 11. The scheduling scheme using resource block organization [48]
Fig. 12. The scheduling scheme for real-time traffics [41]
BWs belonging to different bands.
Since the scheduling delay is an important design constraint,
scheduling structures are proposed to minimize the delay
in [41] and [48]. In order to reduce scheduling times, RB
grouping method is proposed in [48]. Since the scheduling
delay is more sensitive for real-time traffic, the scheduling
scheme supporting higher priority for real-time packets is
proposed in [41].
When the scheduler for the CA system uses an individual
assignment strategy for available RBs, the time required by
the scheduler to assign total M RBs to a user is equal to
M × ts, where ts is the time needed to assign one single
RB. For each user request, the scheduler needs to find and
assign as many RBs as required in order to satisfy the users
QoS. Since LTE-Advanced systems allow up to 500 RBs to
be assigned to a single user to exceed the 1 Gbps requirement
for IMT-A system, the time required by a scheduler to assign
all the resources needed by users can become considerably
high. This will result in potentially excessive delays for the
scheduling tasks [49]. In order to reduce scheduling delay,
a resource block organization algorithm is proposed in [48].
This strategy is based on the assignment of pre-organized
RB sets depending on RB availability. The scheduler assigns
sets to users as shown in Fig. 11. Based on the predefined
max number of RBs and spectrum availability, RBs can be
grouped into sets. Then by scheduling on a set by set basis,
this scheme can help reduce the scheduling delay. However,
the proposed scheme does result in the additional complexity
at the scheduler due to the RB pre-organization functionality.
Since real-time traffic is more sensitive to scheduling la-
tency than non-real time traffic, the proposed scheduling
scheme of [41] prioritizes the real-time packets via two
mechanisms: 1) the different dispatching frequency and 2) RB
reservation.
In Fig. 12, all arrived packets are first classified into real-
time (RT) and non real-time (NRT) packets by the classifier.
Then RT/NRT packets are delivered into the RT/NRT queues,
respectively. While RT packets in the queue can be delivered
into the transmission queue for every frame, NRT packets in
the NRT queue are periodically delivered every n frames (n:
a specified integer). This scheme allows RT packets to have
a greater chance to be selected by the different dispatching
frequency. In addition, through the RB reservation scheme, RT
packets can be transmitted over all RBs whereas NRT packets
can only be transmitted over some (predefined number) RBs.
However, this structure requires further investigation on how to
adaptively adjust dispatching frequency and the RB reservation
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TABLE I
SUMMARY OF SCHEDULER SCHEMES
Objective Scheduler Characteristics/Challenges
To improve
performance
JQS
[32], [39], [40], [43]
- is a one-step scheduler
- provides optimal performance by automatic load balancing
- But has high complexity/signalling overhead
To reduce
complexity
DQS
[32], [39], [40], [43]
- is a two-step scheduler
- has less complexity than JQS
- But provides inferior performance compared to JQS
To
improve
resource
utilization
CC Switching
[32]
- allows for switching of CCs for a user at the burst level
- But incurs additional delay/signalling overheads due to CC switching
CC Coupling
[44]
- supports combining of CCs of different status (Idle/Busy)
- But incurs additional delay/signalling overheads due to CC switching
- and how to efficiently couple the multiple CCs of different BWs belonging to different bands, remains a challenge
To reduce
scheduling
delay
RB Organization
[48], [49]
- allows apriori grouping of a set of RBs and can allocate pre-organized RB sets
- But has additional complexity due to RB grouping/organization
RT Scheduler
[41]
- supports allocation of higher priorities for real-time packets via two mechanisms: Dispatching frequency, RB
reservation
- It is a challenge how to adaptively adjust the dispatching frequency & the reservation level of RBs for RT traffic
based on fluctuated traffic loads of RT/NRT packets
level for RT traffic during the scheduling process to achieve
the best overall system performance.
TABLE I provides a summary of main characteristics of
scheduling schemes considered in this section.
B. CC Selection and Management
As methods for balancing the load across CCs will affect
the system performance, the following three most notable CC
selection methods to address load balancing, have been the
main focus of research in the literature: 1) Random Selection,
2) Circular Selection, and 3) Least Load.
In the Random Selection (RS) scheme [5], [27], [33], [36],
[44], [45], CCs for each UE are chosen randomly from the
available CC set by the eNB. Mobile Hashing (MH), which
relies on the output from UE’s hashing algorithm, can be
utilized to choose CCs randomly [27], [33], [36]. From the
long term point of view, it can provide balanced load across
CCs. However, at each instant, the load across CCs may not
be balanced and the system may suffer from reduced spectrum
utilization [27], [33].
The Circular Selection (CS) scheme used in [32], [44]
selects CCs circularly for the traffic data. Compared to RS,
it is shown that the CS scheme offers higher throughput and
better coverage performance due to better balancing of traffic
load over multiple CCs [44]. However, when the users traffic
packet sizes are significantly different, the efficiency of this
scheme can be decreased.
In the Least Load (LL) rule [32], [36], [40], the scheduler
allocates the users’ packets to each CC according to the
current traffic load of CCs. Since the packets are always
allocated to the CC with the lowest traffic load, better load
balancing across the CCs can be expected from this scheme
compared with those rules (e.g. RS and CS) that do not
consider the system state information [44]. LL rule can be
expressed as follows.
i∗ = arg min
i
(
1
Bi
N∑
k=1
L(Qk,i)
)
(6)
where L(Qk,i) is the queue length of the kth user on the
ith CC and Bi is the bandwidth of the ith CC. When the
bandwidth of CCs is different, it should be considered as
well as the queue length. By better balancing the load [32],
[44], this scheme leads to better user fairness [36]. In [27],
with the scenario of co-existing LTE-Advanced and LTE UEs,
LL provides a higher throughput for the LTE UEs, but lower
throughput for the LTE-Advanced UEs, as compared with RS.
This is because LL distributes the LTE UEs evenly on all CCs,
therefore they can get more resources than with RS, and hence
the higher throughput. At the same time, the throughput for
LTE-Advanced UEs is reduced, as fewer resources are left
for them. However, in terms of average cell throughput and
coverage performance, it is shown that LL is always better
than the RS method.
Although the LL scheme considers the channel
characteristics based on transmission rate and the queue
length of users having the data to transmit, its efficiency can
be reduced depending on variations of channel quality over
time. That is, the best CC at a given time may not be the
best choice for the future traffic. In order to overcome this,
in [32], the modified LL (M-LL) approach using the estimated
future average transmission rate is proposed and is expressed
as
i∗ = arg min
i
(
1
Bi
N∑
k=1
L(Qk,i)
Rk
T
)
(7)
where RkT is the estimated average transmission rate of the
kth user in the next T frames. While benefits highly depend
on the accuracy of estimation of the average user rates, this
approach could lead to higher complexity.
Although the aforementioned CC selection methods focus
on load balancing to improve performance, it is worth noting
that traffic load balancing alone is not enough to guarantee
good system performance. For the inter-band aggregation, due
to the different channel characteristics, the coverage will vary
from CCs to CCs. Thus, the number of CCs over which users
can be scheduled will be variable [52] i.e. users located on
the cell-edge will have access to fewer CCs than those closer
to cell-centre. In order to optimize the performance of inter-
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band CA, the CC selection scheme should not only take the
traffic load, but also the radio channel characteristics into
consideration as proposed in: inter-band carrier switch method
[50], [51], RSRP based method [5], and G-factor based method
[30].
In the method of inter-band carrier switch, the scenario
where the operator has spectrum allocations in the 2 GHz
band for exclusive use, as well as allocations in the 5GHz
for sharing by multiple operators is considered. Considering
better quality of lower frequency carriers, the user arriving
into the system is firstly allocated to the 2GHz band. Then,
the load is checked in both bands for the load balancing;
if the load in the 2 GHz is higher than in the 5 GHz, the
user with the highest CQI in the 2 GHz will be moved to
the 5 GHz band. In situations of higher network loads, the
users with the lower CQIs are allocated to the 2 GHz band
while the users with higher CQIs are allocated on the 5 GHz.
The simulation results show that this scheme improves the
throughput performance compared with the scheme without
inter-band carrier switching. However, the proposed inter-band
carrier switch scheme has the limitation that a user can be
allocated CCs in the same band at the same time although it
can be switched to CCs in other bands. In addition, switching
the carriers could lead to the increased complexity and delay.
In [5], the RSRP based CC selection scheme is proposed
addressing load balancing over CCs with the different channel
characteristics. It assigns the better CC to the UE whose
average data rate is relatively small to improve the fairness.
The proposed scheme is expressed as follows.
k∗ = arg max
k
 rsrpik/Rk∑
k
rsrpik/Rk
 (8)
where rsrpik is the channel quality on the i
th CC from the kth
user. Rk denotes the average data rate of the kth user. In the
simulations with real time video streaming setting, it is shown
that the proposed scheme outperforms RS and LL schemes in
terms of throughput, coverage, packet loss rate and fairness.
In [30], a geometry (G-) factor based carrier selection
algorithm is proposed. Based on the threshold of G-factor,
the cell-edge users are identified. For LTE users, cell-edge
users are assigned to the carrier with better coverage (low-
frequency carrier) to improve the coverage performance, while
other users are assigned to the carrier with the least load
to balance the load on each carrier. LTE-Advanced users
are assigned on all CCs. It is shown that this scheme is
effective in scenarios where there are large variations in G-
factor distributions of carriers and it can significantly improve
the coverage performance at the expense of marginal average
user throughput loss compared with the LL scheme [30].
While multiple CCs can be allocated to UEs, the use of
SCCs (Secondary CCs) could be dynamically managed as
mentioned in Section II. In [22], two CC management schemes
for SCCs are proposed: absolute policy and relative policy.
In the absolute policy, a CC is added or removed when
signal quality of the CC is higher or lower than a certain
threshold, respectively. In the relative policy, when signal
quality of a CC is offset higher/lower than that of PCC,
the CC is added/removed, respectively. It is assumed that
only one CC is selected for SCC addition and all configured
TABLE II
SUMMARY OF CC SELECTION AND MANAGEMENT ALGORITHMS
Category CC Selection/
Management method
Characteristics/Challenges
CC selection &
Load balancing
Random Selection
(RS) [5], [27], [33],
[36], [44], [45]
- supports random selection of CCs for users
- allows for load balancing across CCs with effective balancing over the long-term
- But leads to unbalanced loading in the short-term
Circular Selection
(CS)
[32], [44]
- can select CCs circularly
- provides better performance than RS
- But is inefficient when users traffic packet sizes are significantly different
Least Load (LL)
(CS) [32], [40], [36]
- selects CCs with the lowest current traffic loads
- provides better performance than other schemes that do not consider the system state information
Load balancing with
consideration on for
varying channel gain
Modified LL (M-LL)
[32]
- supports allocation of CCs which will have the least load
- But requires an accurate estimation of future average user rates
CC selection for Inter-
band & Load balancing
with consideration for
different channel char-
acteristics (in freq.)
Inter-band
carrier switch
[50], [51]
- can allocate CCs at lower frequencies i.e. 2GHz first, and then after checking the load on CCs, moves
the UEs with the highest CQI in 2GHz to the 5GHz band
- But has increased complexity due to switching and does not consider UEs using CCs in different bands
at the same time
RSRP based
selection [5]
- allocates the better CC to the UE whose average data rate is relatively small
- is particularly effective for the real-time traffic
G-factor based
selection
[30]
- makes use of identities of cell-edge UEs based on G-factor
- for LTE UEs, can allocate the best quality of CC to cell-edge UEs & the least load CC to other UEs
- for LTE-A UEs, can allocate all CCs
- is particularly effective in scenarios with large differences in G-factor distributions between CCs
CC Management with
consideration for dif-
ferent channel charac-
teristics
Absolute policy
[22]
- supports addition/removal of a CC when signal quality of a CC is higher/lower than a certain threshold,
respectively
- It is a challenge how to choose the fixed value for the absolute threshold
Relative policy
[22]
- supports addition/removal of a CC when signal quality of a CC is offset higher/lower than that of PCC
- exhibits better performance than Absolute policy
- It is a challenge how to adjust the offsets based on specific conditions encountered
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SCCs in candidate CCs of removing should be removed.
Two different scenarios (scenario 1 and scenario 3) in Fig.
5 are chosen to evaluate the performance of the proposed
algorithm. Simulation results show that for both schemes, the
user throughput is generally higher in scenario 3 than scenario
1, indicating effectiveness of scenario 3 type of deployment.
In scenario 3, nearly 70% of users are not really benefiting
by CA which gives evidence to the necessity of eliminating
unnecessary CCs by CC management. Furthermore, it is also
shown that relative policy provides better performance than
the absolute policy due to its versatility in different scenarios.
Although it is pointed out that choosing a fixed threshold for
absolute policy is extremely difficult, the offsets in relative
policy are also required to be adjusted based on specific
conditions encountered such as traffic load, carrier frequency,
and bandwidth in each CC, in real networks.
The CC selection and management schemes introduced in
this section are summarized in TABLE II.
C. RB Assignment
Once the users are assigned onto certain CC(s), the assign-
ment of resource blocks in each CC is carried out.
For RB scheduling algorithms, throughput, fairness, the
trade-off between throughput and fairness and the delay per-
formance are considered as target objectives in the literature.
Especially for LTE-A system which is capable of the inter-
band CA and allows coexistence with LTE UEs, the fairness
becomes a serious issue. When inter-band CA is applied, UEs
in different locations will have different number of accessible
CCs. Thus, fairness between UEs of different locations should
be carefully considered as well as the traditional fairness
between users with different throughputs. In addition, fairness
between users with different aggregation capabilities becomes
a challenge. In this section, the proposed RB assignment
schemes in the literature are described and later summarized
in TABLE III.
As the basic scheduling scheme, Round Robin (RR) is
chosen as the benchmark for comparison of the performance
gains of algorithms in [40], [43], [44], [45].
The Proportional Fair (PF) scheme is also selected as
benchmark in many works such as [4], [27], [36] due to its
simplicity and good performance. Since PF is aware of the
channel condition for each user, it can exploit the multi-user
diversity. This method allocates the jth RB of the ith CC to
the user k∗ who maximizes its instantaneous data rate over
its average data rate.
k∗ = arg max
k
Rk(i, j, s)
Rk(i)
(9)
Rk(i, j, s) is the instantaneous transmission rate on the RB
j of the CC i for the user k at the time slot s and Rk(i)
is the average delivered throughput from the ithCC for that
user in the past. In the long term, this scheduler could achieve
fairness among all active users in each CC, given that same
fading statistics are assumed [53].
When CCs in different bands are given, the UEs will
have different number of accessible CCs depending on their
locations. In [52], In order to achieve better fairness among
users, a user grouping PF algorithm (UG-PF) is proposed. In
this scheme, with a certain threshold of path-loss, coverage
of each CC is determined. Then, the users are partitioned into
the specific groups, Mg , based on the number of available
CCs that the users can be scheduled on from their location
(i.e. g is the number of carriers that the users in group Mg
can access). The UG-PF scheduling can be described in
Eq.(10).
k∗ = arg max
k∈M
{
Rk(i, j, s)
Rk
× β
}
, β =
R2
Rg
2 , k ∈Mg (10)
where R is the distance from the BS and the user, Rg is the
coverage radius of gth CC. Based on the weight factor β, the
user group at the cell-edge has the advantage of accessing RBs
in the CCs of lower frequencies because user group in the cell-
center is able to access the CCs of higher frequencies. With
this scheme, the users in poor channel conditions can obtain
throughput improvement and better fairness among users is
achieved compared with the conventional PF algorithm [35].
However, allocating a lot of RBs to users with poor channels
can cause some degradation of the average cell throughput.
The method to attain a good trade-off between allocation
fairness and system throughput remains an open study item.
Since LTE UEs are expected to coexist with LTE-A
UEs, fairness between LTE UEs and LTE-A UEs needs to
be guaranteed by the LTE-A system. However, in the PF
scheme, LTE-Advanced user can get L times the resources
than a LTE user, where L is the total number of aggregated
CCs in the system. In order to improve the fairness between
LTE and LTE-A users, Cross-CC PF is proposed in [27], [36].
k∗ = arg max
k
Rk(i, j, s)
L∑
i=1
Rk(i)
(11)
In this method, exchange of information on the past user
throughput on each CC is required. Taking the past user
throughput over all aggregated CCs makes the scheduling
metric of LTE-Advanced users smaller compared with that
in Eq.(9). The formulation in Eq.(11) results in better fairness
to LTE users. In [27], [36], it is shown that Cross-CC PF
improves the average user throughputs for LTE users thus
achieving better fairness and coverage performance with no
degradation in the average cell throughput. In [42], it is
proved that Cross-CC PF is the optimal scheduler to maximize
the sum of the logarithmic user throughputs once the CC
assignment is predetermined for a user.
As pointed out earlier, a challenge for UG-PF scheme
is how to obtain a good trade-off between throughput and
fairness. In [54], two tunable parameters are introduced in
PF scheme to adjust the trade-off between throughput and
fairness. In [42], in order to adjust the level of fairness
between UEs with different aggregation capabilities and
fairness between UEs with different channel conditions,
Generalized PF scheme based on Cross-CC PF is proposed
as shown in Eq.(12).
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k∗ = arg max
k
α(k)×Rk(i, j, s)(
L∑
i=1
Rk(i)
)β (12)
In order to adjust the fairness between different user cate-
gories, the linear weighting factor α in the numerator is used.
α > 1 favours the LTE users as compared with multi-CC LTE-
A users, and vice versa. It also uses the exponential weighting
factor β in the denominator to adjust the fairness among users
with different average throughput. β < 1 prioritizes the users
with high throughput similar to the maximum rate scheduler
and β > 1 favours the poor users towards an equal throughput
scheduler. Depending on the settings of α and β, the system
performance can be varied.
From the delay perspective, PF scheme is not an attractive
scheme to be used particularly for real-time services [41]. In
[5], in order to make up for this shortcoming of PF, Modified
Largest Weighted Delay First (M-LWDF) is proposed. The
terms for packet loss ratio and delay are additionally added
into PF and the scheme is expressed by
k∗ = arg max
k
{−log(δk)Rk(i, j, s)ωk(s)
TkRk
}
(13)
where δk and Tk are the maximum tolerable packet loss ratio
and delay of packets, respectively. ωk(s) represents the actual
flow delay in the buffer at the time slot s.
In [29], the concept of user grouping is utilized to achieve
the delay fairness among users and the packet fragmentation
approach is proposed. The arriving packets belonging to
various groups are first buffered into their group queues,
respectively. Then, the packets are partitioned with several
fragments (i.e. sub-packets), each of an appropriate size, and
are distributed on available CCs for parallel transmission
simultaneously. By utilizing available CC effectively, the pro-
posed scheme shows better performances in terms of the delay
in each group.
D. Joint resource allocation
It is proven [42] that Cross-CC PF is the optimal scheduling
scheme for a given CC selection scheme. However, the joint
resource allocation in Eq.(1) shows a better performance than
the two step resource allocation (i.e. CC selection and RB
assignment) strategy although it has a very high computational
complexity for large values of K,N , and M .
In [39], Minimizing System Utility Loss (MSUL) algorithm
is proposed as a suboptimal algorithm to reduce the high
computational complexity in solving the optimization problem
in Eq.(1). It divides the optimization problem into a number
of sub problems for each CC, where each CC optimizes its
RB allocation independently. For each CC, the RB is allocated
to users which achieve the maximum utility on this RB. The
utility of the kth user on the jth RB of the ith CC is defined
by the ratio of the instantaneous throughput of the user k on
the jth RB to the average aggregated throughput of the user
k. MSUL first ignores the difference of user’s CA capability
and supposes that all users can access the whole CCs. Then
each RB in every CC is assigned to the user that can reach
the maximum utility metric. After the RB assignment, an
iterative resource adjustment algorithm is performed to meet
the CA capability requirement for users. In each iteration, the
algorithm selects non-CA capable users allocated on multiple
CCs and release the resource block of the minimum system
utility for reassignment. Simulation results show that MSUL
outperforms the Cross-CC PF algorithm in terms of the sum
of the logarithmic of user throughput. By jointly scheduling
CCs and RBs, MSUL exploits each CC more efficiently than
Cross-CC PF.
TABLE III
SUMMARY OF PROPOSED RB SCHEDULING ALGORITHMS
Objective RB Assignment Characteristics/Challenges
Basic
Round Robin (RR)
[40], [43], [44], [45]
- is used as the reference scheme
- simple But with no consideration of different channel characteristics and CA capability
Proportional Fair
(PF) [4], [27], [36]
- is utilized as the basic scheme to be extended in the literature
- supports tradeoff between the system throughput and fairness
- But has no consideration of different CA capability of terminals and does not exhibit good delay
performance
To improve fairness
between UEs of
different channel
conditions
User grouping
PF (UG-PF)
[52]
- allows for user grouping based on the number of CCs which the users can be scheduled on from their
locations
- introduces a weighting factor so that the user group in cell-edge can have the advantage to access RBs
in the CCs of lower frequencies
- How to attain a good trade-off between fairness and throughput remains a challenge
To improve fairness
between UEs of
different CA
capability
Cross-CC PF
[27], [36]
- by taking the past user throughput information over all aggregated CCs, makes the scheduling metric of
CA-capable UEs smaller
- achieves better fairness and coverage performance with no degradation in average cell throughput
- results in optimal CC assignment once the CC assignment is determined
- But the need for exchange of the user past throughput over each CC, remains an issue
To improve fairness
between UEs of
different channels
& CA capability
Cross-CC
Generalized PF
(G-PF) [42]
- introduces two tunable parameters into Cross-CC PF scheme
- α: to adjust the fairness between UEs with different CA capability
- β: to adjust the fairness among users with different average throughput
- How to set two parameters adaptively remains a challenge
To reduce delay M-LWDF [5] - introduces factors associated with packet loss ratio and delay, into PF scheme
To improve delay
fairness
Packet
Fragmentation
approach [29]
- achieves delay fairness among user groups of UG-PF scheme
- supports buffering of the arriving packets into the queues of the group and then partitions the packets
over several fragments and distributes on multiple CCs
- shows better performances in terms of the delay in each group
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E. Resource allocation for Uplink
Although aforementioned resource allocation schemes can
be applied equally on both DL and UL, allocation for the
UL is required to meet the additional constraint on transmis-
sion power. In this section, the proposed resource allocation
algorithms for UL considering the transmission power limit
in the literature are reviewed. The summary of the algorithms
described can be found in TABLE IV.
In [35], for resource allocation in the UL, users are
categorized as power-limited and non-power-limited based on
the path loss. In [26], a CC allocation scheme is proposed
for power-limited and non-power-limited users. Assuming
only two contiguous CCs available, only one CC is assigned
to the power-limited users, while both CCs are assigned to
non-power-limited users. System performance for different
values of the path-loss threshold setting (to distinguish
between power-limited and non-power-limited users) is
evaluated in terms of average and cell edge user throughput.
The simulation result shows that the path-loss threshold
setting affects the performance significantly. If the threshold
is set to be high, the average user throughput decreases,
while the cell edge user throughput remains steady. This
is because most LTE-A UEs, including power-limited and
some non-power-limited UEs operating not close to their
maximum transmission power are only assigned on one
CC and this leads to non-power-limited LTE-A UEs not
being able to benefit from the advantages of transmission
bandwidth expansion afforded by CA. On the other hand, for
the low setting of the threshold value, not only non-power-
limited but also some power-limited LTE-Advanced UEs are
assigned on both CCs. Then, the power-limited cell edge
LTE-A UEs will experience performance loss from being
scheduled over multiple CCs due to further reduction of
maximum UE transmission power. Therefore, both average
and cell edge user throughput decrease if the threshold is set
low. Since efficient methods to set path-loss threshold are
required, in [26], a threshold calculation method based on
the 95th-percentile user path loss in the corresponding cell, is
proposed as shown in Eq.(14). The effects of increased PAPR
and inter-modulation due to transmission over multiple CCs
are included as the power back-off, Pbackoff .
Lthreshold = L95% − 10log10(K) + Pbackoff
α
(14)
where L95% is the estimated 95th-percentile user path loss in
the corresponding cell (not CC-specific since only contiguous
CA is assumed) and K is the total number of allocated
CCs for user. α is the CC-specific power control parameter
and assumed to be the same for all CCs. Via simulations,
it is shown that the proposed path-loss threshold based CC
selection algorithm outperforms blind CC selection algorithm
which allocates all LTE-Advanced UEs on all CCs, in terms of
average and cell edge user throughput. However, the scheme is
only applicable to intra-band CA scenario since it is assumed
that path-loss of each CC is same.
In [35], the effect of different power back-off setting is
investigated. Since the back-off power setting is known to
depend on a number of factors, for simplicity, it is assumed
that only the number of allocated CCs affects the back-off
power setting and there is no back-off power if a UE is
scheduled only one CC. Since cell edge LTE-Advanced UEs
are assigned to only one CC, the coverage performance is not
influenced by the back-off power setting. However, the average
throughput of LTE-Advanced UEs decreases with the increase
of back-off power setting. It is because less LTE-Advanced
UEs will be assigned to multiple CCs for the case of higher
power back-off. Through simulation results, it is shown that
the value of power back-off greatly impacts the CC selection
of LTE-Advanced UEs.
Under the assumption of equal power allocation among
subcarriers, the limitation of the maximum transmission power
for uplink scheduling can decide the maximum number of
supportable resource blocks for a user in order to satisfy
the target SINR for the assigned RBs. A resource allocation
algorithm considering the limitations on the maximum number
of supportable RBs is proposed in [55]. Based on the SINR
of all users on all RBs, authors formulate a priority metric
matrix and allocate the RBs to users with aim of maximizing
the priority sum with the constraint of maximum number of
supportable RBs. The priority metric is defined as a function of
SINR of the user on each RB. Simulation results indicate that
the proposed algorithm improves the cell-edge user through-
puts with no degradation of the average user throughput.
Since the uplink signalling for the feedback will contribute
to a large amount of uplink overhead, in [31], HARQ bundling,
CQI compression, and hybrid of the two methods are proposed
as feedback reduction schemes. While non-CA operation
generates the least overhead compared with the reduction
schemes, the second highest reduction can be obtained by
combining HARQ bundling with CQI compression. CQI com-
pression on its own, performs better than HARQ bundling.
Depending on the path loss value experienced by UEs, the
reduction technique can be decided. However, users with
reduced feedback experience lower achievable throughputs
due to less accurate feedback information. Thus, combining
HARQ bundling with CQI compression provides the worst
performance while it has the best reduction performance. Since
operating on only one CC generates the least overhead, it is
recommended to schedule a single CC for the user with very
poor channel quality.
When the feedback reduction techniques are used, the
users will sacrifice their throughput due to the less accurate
feedbacks. In fact, users with poor channel quality are already
in a disadvantageous situation. It is therefore preferable not
to further decrease their performance with feedback reduction
techniques. In order to maintain the cell-edge user throughput,
a weighted PF scheduler is proposed based on the Cross-CC
PF algorithm in [31] with a metric expressed in Eq.(15).
k∗ = arg max
k
Rk(i, j, s)∑
i
Rk(i)
P∏
x=1
βx
wx
 (15)
where βx is the weighting factor for P kinds of overhead
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TABLE IV
SUMMARY OF RESOURCE ALGORITHMS FOR UPLINK
Objective Allocation algorithm Characteristics/Challenges
To improve
fairness
between UEs
of different
channel
conditions
Path-loss based
CC Selection [26]
- allows separation of users into power-limited and non-power-limited
- can allocate one CC to the power-limited users and all CCs to non-power-limited users
- also proposes the method of path-loss threshold calculation based on the 95th-percentile user path loss
- provides better performance than allocation of all CCs to all UEs
- But only considers the case of intra-band CA
RB scheduling with
max RB number
limit [55]
- converts limit of the maximum transmission power into the maximum number of RBs
- proposes a priority metric matrix and allocates RBs to users to maximize the priority sum
- But only considers the case of equal power allocation among subcarriers
Feedback reduction
scheme [31]
- proposes HARQ bundling, CQI compression, and hybrid of the two methods
- proposes a weighted PF scheme for the users at the cell-edge
- How to set the path-loss threshold to decide a proper reduction technique and how to set the weights for
different feedback reduction techniques remain challenging
User grouping
resource allocation
[56]
- UEs are spatially grouping [57], [58]
- Only one user in each group sends feedback CQI on behalf of the entire group
- supports prioritization of the edge UE groups for resource allocation
- uses PF scheme for inter-group/intra-group scheduling in the time and frequency domains
- But is only suitable for the low-speed mobile UEs
reduction technique and wx equals 1 if the corresponding
technique is used, otherwise it equals zero. The performance
of this algorithm is evaluated in the scenario where there are
4 CCs with 10 MHz at 2 GHz and 50% of the users use
the feedback reduction techniques. It is observed that there
is a continuous loss in average cell throughput by increasing
the weighting factor. This is because the good users are
getting less and less of the resources for transmission. In
terms of coverage performance, increasing β up to a certain
value will provide gains, as poor users are prioritized and
get more resources. However, a further increase of the value
beyond this level will result in reduced coverage performance.
Analysis also shows that increasing the weighting factor will
cause the decrease in the frequency domain packet scheduling
gain due to scheduling of users with poor channel quality.
When the loss in frequency domain diversity is larger than
the gain due to additional transmission resources, even the
coverage performance will decrease.
In [56], a combined CC selection and RB scheduling
algorithm is proposed and an investigation on the performance
of cell-edge UEs is carried out. After UEs are spatially-
grouped, only one representative UE from a group is chosen
to feedback CQI to the eNB on behalf of the entire group
[57]. User grouping can be performed based on the normalized
covariance, the distance between the UE and the standard
deviation of the shadow fading [57], [58]. Then, edge UE
groups having the least accessible resources are prioritized for
resource allocation. Spectrum resources are scheduled to the
groups based on inter-group and intra-group PF scheduling
in the time and frequency domains, respectively to resolve
resource contention. The proposed scheme outperforms the
channel-blind Round Robin and opportunistic CA, in terms of
average and cell-edge user throughputs. However, the proposed
scheme is only suitable for low-speed mobile UEs. When
the variation in channel conditions is drastic, the uplink CQI
feedback information becomes irrelevant for scheduling even
within a shorter interval. Thus, design of efficient uplink
resource allocation schemes for fast moving users remains an
open research topic.
V. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE RESEARCH DIRECTIONS
Carrier aggregation is a powerful feature that enables flexi-
ble and efficient utilization of frequency resources ultimately
resulting in significantly improved user data rates although rate
of increase slows down at higher traffic loads. However, the
introduction of CA is immediately followed by the decision
on how many bands and which bands should be used in order
to satisfy the requirements under different constraints. This
imposes several challenges to the design of RRM mechanisms
for CA based systems.
One significant aspect is the requirement for novel CC
selection methods. Strategies for optimal selection of CCs for
UEs, could help satisfy the QoS requirements of various traffic
classes while the high system throughput and the fairness
among different category of UEs (CA capability and channel
conditions) can be assured. For the use of multiple CCs,
since UEs need to estimate and report the channel quality
information back to the eNB, the number of CCs assigned
to UEs should be as less as possible considering the signal
processing complexity and the power savings at the UE. In
order to reduce overheads associated with feedback signalling,
feedback reduction techniques have been proposed in the
literature. However, the proposed methods result in reductions
in the amount of feedback information at the expense of
less accurate feedback information, leading to degradation in
system performance. Therefore, the application of signalling
overhead reduction methods should be linked to and take
account of aforementioned trade-offs. In most CC selection
algorithms proposed so far, inter-carrier load balancing is
considered as the metric of choice due to achievable gains
in spectrum utilization. The performance of the CC selection
schemes are also subject to the deployment scenario consid-
ered.
After selecting the CCs for UEs, RB scheduling allocates
available resource blocks to UEs. It is shown that good
RB scheduling schemes can take advantage of the frequency
diversity, which leads to increase in the spectral efficiency.
In most studies, resource allocation issue is decoupled
into CC selection and RBs scheduling in order to reduce
implementation complexity. In this case, however, if CCs
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are chosen without due consideration of the channel quality,
good performance from the scheduler should not be expected.
Thus, CCs selection and RB scheduling algorithms need to be
considered together. Since joint CC selection and RB schedul-
ing algorithm can have better performance compared with
any decoupled CC selection and RB scheduling approaches,
design of joint allocation algorithms with reasonable levels of
complexity needs to be further investigated.
Depending on the deployment scenario, spectrum availabil-
ity, and the device capability, the types of carrier aggrega-
tion could be determined. For the inter-band CA, different
channel characteristics and transmission performance need
to be considered in designing the CC selection schemes.
In addition, the joint multiple component carrier resource
allocation and adaptive adjustment of transmission parameters
(e.g. transmission power, modulation, and coding schemes) for
different CCs is still considered an open research topic. In the
scenario of intra-band contiguous CA, the subcarriers in the
guard bands between the CCs can be used for transmission to
increase the spectral efficiency. The methods to use the guard
bands could be further investigated to enhance the spectrum
utilization.
The packet delay performance is considered as one of the
important performance metrics to fulfil the QoS goals of high
data rates, low latency of real-time applications. Typically,
efficient scheduling schemes of available resources are charac-
terized by higher delays, while simple scheduling algorithms
usually waste the system resources. Although there are some
existing studies aimed at improving the delay performance,
more research on the delay aspect is warranted considering the
application delay requirements in the next generation mobile
systems.
This article has provided a literature survey on state of the
art RRM schemes for CA in LTE-Advanced and has also
outlined areas requiring further research and new solutions.
Support of very-high-data-rates within both contiguous and
non contiguous spectrum bands, via carrier aggregation is ex-
pected to continue to be one of the most important techniques
in the next generation telecommunication systems.
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